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ABSTRACTION

 	Diplomatic relation between Indonesia and Canada started from the Agreement of both country has signed for each to opened the diplomatic representation on October 9th, 1952. In spite of thus, historicly the relation of both country has started since 1948. Indonesia experienced dramaticly changed since the International Development Cooperation Comittee from Canada (CIDA) established the Sketch Of Development Programe Cooperation for the last in 1991. CIDA, has distribute more than $375 million to help the development for Indonesia. The planning budget is $23 million also outside of the reconstruction activities. Another CIDA’s branchs has completed bilateral worked. Multilateral Programs Branchs distribute supports pass the combination programming. Include funds of the multilateral organization. All this supporting channel is move as the opinion of the earthquake and tsunami Indian Ocean that happened last Desember 26, 2004 especially to effort for Aceh reconstruction and rehabilitation.
	This research intended to understand, explore and describe the cooperation between CIDA and Indonesia : Analisis of the reconstruction and rehabilitation in Aceh and how far is the results of CIDA’s programe activities for Aceh teritory?. The method in dealing with this research is descriptive that intended to describe phenomenna in this case how far is the cooperation between Indonesia and Canada for this situation especially to CIDA’s programe for Indonesia development and for all situation also especially for the reconstruction and rehabilitation in Aceh after an earthquake and tsunami that happened last Desember 26, 2004. 
	The results of this research showed that the activity of the reconstruction and rehabilitation program and worked by CIDA’s for Aceh teritory has brought positif results and the reconstruction and rehabilitation in Aceh nowadays is getting better than view years ago and also brought wealthyness for Aceh citizen that proofed by reached several CIDA programs to Aceh has brought some meaningful life for Aceh citizen self which is : a. CIDA’s aim in increasing planning and actuating activities of CIDA’s programe related to reconstruction and rehabilitation and public services with participate brought efektif and get more and more better. b. Another CIDA’s aim to create and recovered some economic subjek for Aceh citizen, which is supported by the micro, small and medium or MSM and recovery and using enviroment base in Aceh get more better between which is the economic financial organization get more better and stronger nowadays, market and marketing system get more better and functional, the capacity of development working services get more better and stronger.
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